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Jungle and waterfall quad experience - Flight of the 
Gibbon-  Exclusive night luxury camp.

After breakfast, ride your quad from the Hotel to Kulen Mountain through the jungle for almost 
3 hours, stopping for breaks and photos whenever you wish. Once arriving at the Kulen Mountain 
National Park, settle down by the waterfall for a light lunch and an indeed refreshing dip. 
Discover the thousand Lingas carving river bed and Srah Dumrei, the setting of old hidden carved 
animals and venture into the Bat Cave.

The second day , enjoy a full day experience for extreme fun lovers, getting back to nature has 
never been so exciting -or so secure. Nestled in the rainforest, not far from the majestic temples 
of Angkor, prepare to soar on zipline, traverse suspended sky bridges, abseil from towering 
trees, be amazed by the majesty and magic of the rainforest, and fly like never before. Most of 
the days you can see wild gibbons in the rainforest. This is the only zipline ecotour primary 
rainforest. Voted “Best attraction in Asia “ three consecutive years “.

During the night if you want, you can enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime experience with an exclusive 
luxury camp. A tailor made trip wherever and whenever your wish: in a remote Temple, in the 
middle of the jungle or on a mekong River Island.  A wooden platform ( 5x10 meters ) is purpose 
built to hold a fully equipped tent ( bedroom and bathroom ) and a large deck with comfortable 
lounge chairs. A relaxing and privileged moment in the midst of nature with birdsongs, a magic 
forest canopy growing brighter at sunrise and nightfall with hundreds of oil lamps and candle 
lights. After cocktails at mealtime. comfortably seated at the top table, you will be  pampered by 
our wait staff who sill serve your own Chef’s fine foods selection.

ADVENTURE

PACKAGE INCLUDED
- 1 night hotel accommodation

- 1 night in an exclusive luxury camp

- 1 quad for the whole day

- Entry pass for temples and national 
park ( Flight of the Gibbon )

- Lunch and dinner included

+ Airport transfer in a Mercedes Vintage

RECOMMANDED 
HOTEL:

The Heritage 
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